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The aim of this ruleset is to create fast moving and fun WW2 battles that also have a high level of 
realism. In short, we want to create the feel of WW2 so that our games reflect what we read from 
WW2 battle narratives, while keeping pace and playability.

Divisions of Steel is a system that can be played in any scale and with any basing format. Like many 
of you the two of us have played all sorts of WW2 games over several decades and have collections 
from each of them, often based differently and in different scales. You can use all the models you 
have in your possession without any rebasing. For instance, over a 30 year period Simon has used 
various rulesets such as Tank Battles in Miniature, Firefly, Rapid Fire, Flames of War, Bolt Action and 
Battlegroup; used figure sizes from 6mm to 28mm; and based his figures singularly and in groups.

Divisions of Steel is a main battle set (as opposed to a 1-1 skirmish) primarily aimed at 6mm to 
20mm – what you choose really depends on the size and look of the game you prefer. A sister 
skirmish set for 15mm to 28mm called Men of Steel is planned for later release. 

CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION

Battle for the Narva Bridgehead February 1944. This is the type of mixed arms battles you can play in Divisions 
of Steel.  Here Russian T34/85 tanks press forward behind an artillery barrage while a dug in Pak 40 and 
infantry bravely hold their ground. After counterattacking and annihilating the early Russian bridgeheads 

the German forces were eventually driven back to the Tannenberg Defence Line 16km from the river.
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We have an accompanying Divisions of Steel 10mm range with the Plastic Soldier Company. These 
are scaled to 1/150th scale that matches the mainstream models in the 10mm marketplace and 
those made by our favourite manufacturers of recent years – you will see some featured in the 
photographs as you go through the book. We will be showing you the game in action in everything 
from 3mm to 20mm with online videos at the CCC channel on YouTube.

The new PSC range of Ultracast 10mm WW2 is perfect for the game and with the special plastic used there 
are no more broken barrels, and its light to carry around too. Scaled to match our favourite metal 10mm 
ranges, the detail on the new range is simply stunning, and they are incredibly easy to build and paint.

NEW CONCEPTS
To get the rich feel of WW2 in our game without the burden of excessive brain strain we have created 
some entirely new approaches. We hope you will find them both realistic and enjoyable. If you want 
a Tiger to feel like a Tiger, rather than made artificially vulnerable or indestructible, then these are 
the rules for you! 

THE CCC SYSTEM
These rules use the Colour Command and Combat system developed by Simon Hall. The essence of 
the system is an identical colour scheme for both command discs and for damage dice. The colours 
from worst to best are: BLACKBLACK to WHITEWHITE to GREENGREEN to YELLOWYELLOW to REDRED. We show these in colour 
capitals wherever referred to in the rules and call the special dice CCC dice as a generic title. So, a 

Whatever is in your cupboard,  
however based, will be just fine.
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GREENGREEN dice will do more damage than a WHITEWHITE one; and a REDRED command disc will give you more 
movement options than a GREENGREEN one.

As you go through the rules, we will often refer to a ‘colour better’ or a ‘colour worse’ and this 
means the dice are moving up and down the CCC colour spectrum to become more or less effective. 
The specifics will become clear in each chapter where they are used. For example, when units are 
‘suppressed’ by enemy fire in the game they ‘drop’ their shooting dice by one colour to the left on the 
spectrum.

BLACK BLACK  WHITEWHITE   GREENGREEN   YELLOWYELLOW   REDRED

SPECIFIC TERMS
Throughout the rules we put any specific term in italics, and we also bold italic it the first few times 
it is used in the rulebook. These terms are important to the game and are all covered in the glossary.

COMMON QUESTIONS
We like a fairly full intro that gives a flavour of things before starting. If you don’t, by all means skip 
this chapter and find it all in full as you go. Before we start on the game proper, here are some more 
detailed answers to a few common questions that people have asked us. It should give you a feel for 
what is coming.

CAN I USE MY EXISTING 15MM COLLECTION?
After the surge in 15mm WW2 in the 2000s this has been one of the most common questions and 
the answer is a firm yes – not least because we have lots of them too! So here are a few different 
scales and basing styles adapted to playing Divisions of Steel to give a wider answer to the question.

15mm models. The rules are designed to allow you to use all the figures you have gathered over recent  
years and beforehand. Above is a troop of JS2 tanks and a platoon of Soviet infantry for Divisions of Steel. One model 

to one tank and one large base per squad and one small base for a platoon HQ. 15mm models by Robin Spence.
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1/300th or 6mm models. The rules work equally well with 1/300th scale, or even go down to 3mm scale.  
Indeed, there is an alternative ground scale which makes for ideal games with these smaller scales –  

so use them for a compact game on a smaller table or a large game on 
a normal one. British cruiser tanks by Dan Mersey.

10mm models. The perfect scale for the rules giving a fine mix of detail on vehicles and 
plenty of space on the table for a sizeable force. Here we have an armoured platoon of 

Panzer Grenadiers set up with two 88 flak guns. 10mm Pendraken by Simon Hall.

20mm models. You can go up a scale and play in 20mm. We have even played using 
28mm figures. It works superbly if you have a larger than average table and looks 

spectacular. Here is a beautiful 88mm flak and prime mover by Don McHugh.



WHAT BASING DO I NEED?
Actually, it doesn’t really matter. You will find the system is set up to treat the centre of the front of a 
base as where things are so if infantry are based differently you can still use them – as the centres 
are in the same place for both. 

You can play with armies that are based differently. Here we have Polish infantry on the left on 30mm wide  
bases and Germans on the right on 50mm wide ones. It makes no difference in the rules – all you do is space  

the Poles out a bit more. When Simon has time, he may rebase his Poles, 
but he doesn’t have to. 10mm models by Simon Hall.

If you have figures singly based – as some of our 15mm ones are for PSCs other rules, Battlegroup – 
all you have to do is decide how many figures to treat as a base in Divisions of Steel.

 

You can play with single based figures too! Here is a Soviet infantry platoon using single based 
figures. Each large squad is 6 models. A double base for the PHQ centre right with a base to 

show the location of the anti-tank rifle. Two MMGs at the top. 15mm by Simon Hall.
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And here is a German platoon represented using figures based two-to-a base. Three squads using 
two bases each, and a PHQ and Panzerschrek base at the top. All these variants work perfectly 

well and it is easy to adapt any basing to the game mechanics. 15mm by Simon Hall.

IS DIVISIONS OF STEEL DESIGNED FOR CASUAL  
OR COMPETITION PLAY?
It’s both. Our philosophy has always been very simple: to focus on getting an enjoyable and realistic 
game first, and then to make the rules tight enough for tournament play. We support our rules 
with clarifications and timely responses directly from the authors on our FB pages and forum. 

Mark Bevis has been a WW2 enthusiast in the gaming community who has made much of his data 
and knowledge available to the hobby as MicroMark lists, which can be found on The Wargames Vault 
(https://www.wargamevault.com). He is a data enthusiast and always keen to hear new snippets of 
information or perspectives from experts. As an experienced tournament player and umpire, Simon 
Hall has brought his expertise in tightening rules for competition play. Simon is mainly a history fan 
and his favourite type of wargaming is refights and campaigns and he plays a lot of big games with 
his home club. He has long history of doing fairly well at competitions. We hope this blend of skills and 
perspectives has produced something special for you and we will be supporting all the various playing 
communities equally with their different preferences.  

WHAT SIZE OF GAME IS DIVISIONS OF STEEL?
Divisions of Steel is for games above single company level, and you can then take it as large as you 
like. A standard competition army on a 6’ x 4’ table will be about 2 companies a side, which will be 
about 14 infantry bases and 14 tanks, HQ bases and a few attached platoons. It will often be a mixed 
force where a lead Battalion Headquarters (BHQ) has been given overall command - so a classic 
Kampfgruppe. If it is of low quality and all infantry and anti-tank guns (ATGs) you might get close to 
a full infantry battalion in your army; if you want lots of SS and Tigers, it will be much smaller. 
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A typical game will have two companies a side on a 6’ x 4’ gaming table. Here German armoured 
troops engage with Soviet armour on the Russian steppes. 1/300th models by Simon Hall.

The initial demonstration battle in the book is a two-company a side battle focused on the defence of 
a 5-sided field played on a 6’ x 4’ table. In Chapter 16 we look at fighting bigger battles, and we then 
expand this encounter to the rather larger multi-battalion level battle of which it was a part. This is our 
an 8’ x 8’ demonstration game for shows where you can come along and take charge of a company for 
a while. There are about 70 armoured fighting vehicles (AFVs) and 30 infantry bases on the German 
attacking side and the British have 10 ATGs, 52 infantry bases dug-in in defence and 32 tanks arriving 
in support. Divisions of Steel is a fast-moving game, so even a battle that size is playable in day.  

Back in the late 1970s Mark and I helped organise a D-Day game on a 30’ x 30’ judo matt over three 
days in 20mm. We really want to do the same again sometime once the rules are established! 

In short, you can play two companies a side for an evening game and as big as you like if you have 
a weekend to spare!

A little nostalgia, at least for us! The 30’ square D-Day game in 1978. The two authors in 
their youth shown playing on the Allied side. The game was played in 20mm scale using the 

Bruce Quarrie’s Tank Battle in Miniatures rules. We have always loved a big game!
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HOW LONG DOES A STANDARD GAME  
OF DIVSIONS OF STEEL TAKE TO PLAY?
The aim is that a competition or club game can be played in about 21/2 hours once you are familiar 
with both the rules and your army. Of course, the first time you try it will take rather longer as you 
are getting used to things. But we have plenty of learning resources to help you along the journey.

WHAT IS THE GROUND SCALE IN DIVISIONS OF STEEL?
WW2 combat was described in yards or metres by the combatants. We use a very simple system: all 
measurements are in Measurement Units (MU). A MU is set at 25m. You can use any distance for an 
MU and the rules are automatically adapted for you. The two obvious ones to use are inches or cm and 
they suit different scales.

1MU is 25m. Use 1” or 1cm as 1MU and the rules adapt automatically.

Inches is the one we most commonly use. This gives us a typical 1.8m x 1.2m gaming table as 1.8km x 
1.0km, and a table tennis table is about 2.75km x 1.5km. It’s perfect for 10mm and 15mm.

Use cm to make the battlefield scale much bigger, and we use this with small scales when in places 
where engagement distances were long such as the Russian steppes with late war tanks. A 1.8m x 
1.2m gaming table is now 4.5km x 2.5km in size. Using cm is best with 1/200th, 1/300th or 3mm 
miniatures as the artificial scale of tank models gets rather too much otherwise. In reality most WW2 
engagements were at under 1km range – even in the open desert visibility was difficult beyond that 
due to heat haze. What is nice is that using cm makes for a nice 90cm x 60cm coffee table game in 
1/300th scale – that’s still 2.25km x 1.5km of table (see the CCC YouTube channel for some demo 
games).

Mark’s History Zone: Engagement Distances
Soviet studies after the war showed that 55% of battles in Europe were at 500m or under, 

due to the terrain. Here are some figures from their study of encounter distances:

6% over 2500m

10% over 2000m

17% over 1500m

45% over 500m
{SJ Zaloga & J Loop, Soviet Tanks and Combat Vehicles, Arms & Armour Press (1987), pg.40, ISBN 0-85368-743-9}

WHAT FIGURE/MODEL RATIO IS USED IN DIVISIONS OF STEEL?
The scale used is built on two truisms: 1) in WW2 a gun or tank is a more material part of a battle than 
a single infantry soldier, 2) our models take up (a lot) more space than their real-life equivalents. 
This leads us to the following scale being appropriate: 

1.  Vehicles and guns are simply 1 model = 1 vehicle or gun. A British Squadron of Shermans will be 
3 troops each of 4 tanks, and 2 command tanks, so 14 models in all. A German towed anti-tank 
platoon listed as 3 x 5cm PAK38, 5 x Sdkfz 10, 2 x LMG would be represented by three model guns 
and five tractor models, with the crews having two LMGs for self-defence. 
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Here is a Russian 15mm infantry company using infantry on bases, which is the most common form 
we use. Each main base is a squad, so we have 3 platoons each with 3 squads. Above each is a 

small base: a Platoon Headquarters (PHQ). At the top is a Company headquarters (CHQ) base and 
a base showing the location of the attached anti-tank rifle. 15mm models by Simon Hall.

2.  Infantry are 1 base = 1 squad (or section in UK parlance). A base represents 8-14 men in reality. 
A platoon will therefore usually be three or four such bases, plus a PHQ base. A company will be 
three or four of these platoons, plus a Company Headquarters (CHQ) and any support platoons. 
Small bases can be for PHQs and to show which squads have heavy weapons (HW), or the HW can 
be on the main squad bases themselves.

This system works well against our truisms because the operational space taken up by a tank is 
about the same as a squad. Our oversized models create that effect nicely. Even at 1/300th scale, a 
tank model is still covering about ten times its actual real area on the battlefield. You have to drop 
to 2mm scale before it really matches, even if playing in inches. And at 2mm it can be hard to know 
what you are looking at! In Divisions of Steel we are specific about where the real tanks are, so the 
model scale doesn’t matter at all to the mechanics – only the look of the game and how much kit fits 
comfortably onto your battlefield. You could use 54mm against 15mm and it would work.

WHAT IS THE TIMESCALE IN DIVISIONS OF STEEL?
Time is always a challenge for wargamers. Mainly because we tend to keep the action going non-
stop when in reality there are often long pauses between phases of action. A vehicle could cross our 
tabletop battlefield very quickly at full speed – 3 minutes at 20kmh. With careful tactical movement, 
making full use of cover, spending time to patrol ahead and pausing for consideration, it will be 
much slower – at least for any troops who want to survive in the fog of war! 

Divisions of Steel is interactive, and we do not have a set timeframe. Rather we prefer to think of the 
battles as a sequential series of actions and counters that feel like the ebb and flow of a WW2 battle. 
For campaign games we consider each turn in the game to be about a ½ hour of action. A game is 
typically 6-8 turns long – so it represents a morning or afternoon of action. An all-day Divisional 
game will represent a full day of fighting. This again feels about right.
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WHAT DATA DO YOU USE?
We use real world data wherever possible, as this makes the most of the diversity and richness of 
WW2 equipment. In short, the best way to make a Tiger feel like a Tiger is … to treat it as a Tiger! 
We really don’t see much point in categorising generic classes such as A/B/C etc. when we know the 
actual data. One of the beauties of WW2 is the vast amount of information that is available, so we 
use this to give us the feel of all the variety of vehicles and weapons that existed. We then set the 
points system to reflect how powerful they are against each other. 

For the standard rules everything is collapsed down into a table of vehicles and guns for each nation, 
giving us a single two-sided play sheet for each nation. We take some short cuts to make it easier, such as 
classifying vehicles as slow, medium or fast for their type, and use actual frontal armour for the turret and 
hull but a single, combined armour rating for the sides and rear. All of this loses a little of the richness of 
some vehicles but it is perfectly fine for the majority. Here is the data sheet for the American vehicles.

 Û Size describes how vulnerable a vehicle is to being spotted - the larger it is, the easier it is to spot. 
Most tanks are large.

 Û Speed is a general classification of whether the vehicle is fast, average or slow for its type (its type 
being wheeled, tracked or half-tracked). A Hellcat is a fast tracked vehicle and a Jumbo a slow 
tracked one. 

 ÛWeight is only needed for few things such as breaking through walls and hedges.

 ÛArmour has a separate figure for turret and hull which allows us to reflect some vehicles with big 
differences such as the Jackson. 

 Û VR is for vehicle resilience and is an adjustment on an enemy d10 damage dice. Minuses are good.

 ÛMain Gun is listed and where there are two like the M3 Lee both are shown 

 ÛKP is for killing power and is an adjustment on your own d10 damage dice. Pluses are good.

 ÛMGs is the total number of machine guns that can be fired forwards.
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We then have a table for each main gun which adapts it to the colour system, which looks like this:

For each gun you have the range in MU at which the gun starts its shooting with a colour of CCC 
dice. So, if using the more normal inches for MU then the standard Sherman has a YELLOWYELLOW dice to 
24” (don’t worry as this drops down a fair bit if moving and firing and/or firing at moving targets), 
whereas the 37mm is YELLOWYELLOW up to 20” and the 90mm is YELLOWYELLOW up to 28”. 

Next to it is the penetration at those range bands in cm of armour. At their YELLOWYELLOW range bands, 
the 37mm penetrates 6cm, the 75mm penetrates 9cm (enough to KO a Panzer IV) and the 90mm 
penetrates 14cm or armour (enough to take out a Panther through the hull). At the bottom we also 
have size bands for each of the guns when free standing. Take a look and you will find these two 
tables form one side of a national army sheet.

HOW DO YOU APPROACH ARMOUR THICKNESS?
For armour we follow a similar philosophy: if a tank has 8cm of armour on the turret front we take 
this as our starting point. You will find that each vehicle has three armour values for turret front/
hull front/side&rear. This is enough to capture most of the variation between vehicles while keeping 
the tables simple and brings out the character of unusual vehicles that have large armour variations 
between different areas of the vehicles (some of the self-propelled guns (SPGs), or a Sherman 
Jumbo for instance). Of course, a tank’s real armour profile has all sorts of strong and weak points 
and we deal with that later in direct fire with something called soft spots.

Sloped armour was the most effective use of steel plate – as seen most ubiquitously in the T34 
and Panther. All armour in Divisions of Steel has already been normalised to an Equivalent Vertical 
Armour (EVA). So, you will find that a Panther or T34 hull has a figure that is higher than its actual 
thickness because the sloping design made it tougher to penetrate. 

For armour penetration, we have information for WW2 that has been collated since the early 1980s 
from multiple published works, archives and internet sources. We have real penetration data to work 
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from, with multiple sources providing consistent data that has improved markedly since internet 
access has opened up many archives. If your gun penetrates 13cm of vertical armour at 800m, then 
it has penetration of 13cm EVA at that range in these rules. There is of course a chance of a lucky hit, 
such as hitting a belly plate as a target bounces up and down or hitting a weak point such as a turret 
ring. But these were in practice rather rare and over-featured in historical commentary precisely 
because they were unusual – we include the chance of this happening in the rules at a realistic level.

. 

Mark’s History Zone: The British 6pdr
For many years there has been a vague awareness of several different models of the 

6pdr gun, and that they fired a bewildering variety of shot with conflicting penetration 
data. On closer examination of the older data, and with newer information, it transpires 
there are two 6pdr guns with different barrel lengths, resulting in differing penetration 

values for the same shells. Mystery solved. You will find both in our data tables.

Shot over the shrubbery! A British 6pdr well placed in the cover of bushes prepares 
to get off the first shot. 10mm Pendraken miniatures by Simon Hall.

WHAT ORGANISATIONAL DATA DO YOU USE?
In our youth we often fielded forces with one or two models of lots of different tanks. In May 1945 
this might just be the last stand of the panzer divisions ... but they probably wouldn’t have had any 
ammo or moving vehicles! It was quite rare to find a huge variety of vehicles in a small area, because 
they needed to be grouped together for supply and repair purposes.

In Divisions of Steel a force will typically have 3 to 5 different types in a game. We use real organisational 
information for vehicles and infantry to plan our forces. 

Mark has spent decades researching WW2 forces, resulting in his vast array of over 1000 lists on The 
Wargames Vault, under the trading name of MicroMark.  We have used this data to craft two-page 
lists for Divisions of Steel to reflect how WW2 forces were really organised. We will show you how to 
use these in Chapter 2. All the lists can be accessed online through the www.division-of-steel.co.uk 
website.
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Mark’s History Zone: Historical Balance
The development of equipment in WW2 accelerated dramatically. Our lists are split into 6-month 

periods because of this. It is best to limit competitions to at most a year of the war to avoid 
clashes between very disparate levels of development, and probably better to choose an actual 

month and year and allow all lists available for that date. Indeed, we often have the actual 
make up of units through the war – so for instance we have 7 different versions of the British 
7th Armoured for 1944 alone. All of these will gradually be released to accompany the rules.

OPTIONAL RULES FOR ENTHUSIASTS
No wargame can be truly realistic, but we can try to get the games to reflect the events we read 
about in history and calibrate them to that data. In the process of developing Divisions of Steel we 
have streamlined it to create a game that feels realistic yet plays to a conclusion in a fun and pacey 
manner. We have deliberately avoided aircraft initially as they can artificially dominate games. This 
initial book is about getting us playing ground warfare games with tanks, infantry and artillery and 
getting used to doing that using the CCC system. 

As enthusiasts of the period, we have also developed a range of optional rules that we feel bring 
that extra sense of realism into games. These we think of as our maximum realism rules (MRR). On 
the data for vehicles, we can, for instance, reflect within this system how the profiles and armour of 
vehicles varied at a much more detailed level (so that a KV2 has a higher chance of a turret hit than 
a Hetzer; and that vehicles with widely varying armour levels across their profile have a chance of 
hitting thick and thin areas). 

Rather than clutter up this streamlined set we are putting the entire MRR version into an expansion 
book that will also cover aircraft, engineers, airborne operations, amphibious operations, minefields, 
fortified defences and naval support. At certain times as we go through the rules, we will give you a 
little snippet of how things develop in MRR form. 

We expect most players to be entirely happy with the standard games, and for this to be the normal 
game played at clubs, events and competitions. But having played the MRR version quite a bit, if you 
are a period enthusiast wanting more, then you may well like them all as much as we do. 

IN SUMMARY
We have been wargaming WW2 since our first games with Heroics and Ros 1/300th micro-armour 
on Mark’s doorstep at the age of 13 – using garden rocks for cover. Fond memories indeed of the  
summer of 1977. Divisions of Steel has been our opportunity to bring all we know about WW2 and 
rules to the table. We hope that you enjoy the pace and feel of these rules, and that they will inspire 
you to go hunt some Tigers! 

Most of all have fun – that, more than anything, is the overall objective.         

Simon Hall & Mark Bevis
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BOX CONTENTS
In this starter set you will find everything you need to play the game. Your box should include the 
following items that you will need to refer to as you work through the rules:

1. Division of Steel 180-page full colour hard back rulebook,

2. 4 x A4 2-sided laminated national data sheets: one for each of Germany, Britain, USA and USSR,

3. 1 x A3 QRS sheet - all you will need once you have had a few games,

4. 1 dice set of 10x CCC Dice, 1x REDRED d10, 1x GREENGREEN d10, 1x WHITEWHITE d10 and 1x WHITEWHITE direction dice,

5. 4 x A4 cards with:
 a. 50 CCC coloured command discs,
 b. tabletop markers and arrows,
 c. command tiles,
 d. hidden deployment tiles,

6. 1x CCC branded command disc bag.
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